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FOLDING GLASS SYSTEM F1 

INSTALLATION MANUAL 

 

The present manual has been created in order to give specific instruction on how to install a 

Salinox F1 folding glass system. For thiw reason, we are going to use in the following pages 

an example, of a structure consisting of five (5) glass panels, that fold in the right side of the 

construction opening and cover an opening of four (4) meters wide. According to this 

example, we proceed with the installation based on the following steps: 

 

1. In the beginning, we place the hollow rectangular metal beam, onto which the 

whole structure is going to be placed. 

2. Afterward, we place the aluminum track rail of the system. The aluminum track 

rail is divided into two (2) pieces, the first one 3.5m long and the second one 

0.5m long (the dimensions given, are based on this specific example). Initially, 

we place the largest part of the aluminum track rail on the right side of the 

opening. We leave the left side of the opening free at the moment. We pay 

attention in order the aluminum track rail to be totally aligned.  

 

 

Picture 2.1: View of the construction opening 

Hollow rectangular beam 

Aluminum track rail 
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3. The part of the aluminum track rail that we have already installed, bares 

internally a plastic pad (made out of teflon) with a Ø12mm hole, temporarily 

fitted on a specific spot. We make sure that the plastic pad is on the right side of 

the opening, because with the help of this pad we are going to fit the first panel.  

4. The first panel bares a metal pin (spigot) on its upper side. We place the metal pin 

that is on the upper side of the panel into the plastic pad’s Ø12mm hole, and 

afterwards, we place the pivot round flange into the pad with the hole on the 

bottom side of the panel (inside the aluminum bottom profile).  

 

Picture 4.1: Installing metal pin into rail’s plastic pad 

 

Εικόνα 4.2: Pivot round flange 
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Picture 4.3: Installing pivot round flange 

5. After installing the metal pins for the first panel, we check the clearances in the 

upper and lower side of the panel, which should be approximately 8mm each 

(between the floor and the panel & between the panel and the aluminum track 

rail). This is needed both for the proper function of the system, as well as for the 

aesthetic outcome and symmetry of the system. If it is needed we adjust the 

height difference by adding or reducing metal flange-rings onto the pivot round 

flange.  

 

 

Picture 5.1: Gap between the panel and the aluminum track rail 

 

 

Picture 5.2: Metal flange-rings for height adjustment 

Metal flange-rings 
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6. We go on, sliding into the aluminum track rail the second panel. We disassembly 

the pins of the hinges and after placing it wright next to the first panel, we fit 

again the pins into the hinges. In order to fit easily the pins we align the panels. 

 

 

Picture 6.1: Installing the second panel 

 

Picture 6.2: Panel connection with hinges 

7. With the same way previously described, we install the rest three (3) panels.  

8. Having finished installing all the panels, we screw onto the hollow rectangular 

metal beam the last part of the aluminum track rail. 

9. We place all the panels in a straight line. 

10. Following, we align the panels based on the Y axis (meaning the panels to be 

totally vertical and not bed to the right or to the left, see Picture 10.2) using the 

panel rollers. In order to do so, we must have prior to that, freed the plastic pad 

that is inside the aluminum track rail (see §3). In order to adjust the panels’ 

Hinge pin 
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rollers we use either the special tool made for that or a german type wrench No10 

(whatever is easier for the installation crew). 

 

Picture 10.1: Special tool for adjusting the rollers 

 

Picture 10.2: Cartesian coordinate system of the present example 

11. Having aligned the panels based on the Y axis, we tighten the plastic pad into its 

final position. 

 

Picture 11.1: Tighting the plastic pad 

12. Onwards, we tighten into final position the rollers using the counter bolt. 

 

Picture 12.1: Tighting into spot the roller 

13. We go on, aligning the panels based on the X axis (see Picture 10.2), meaning 

that the panels should not lean to the front or to the rear. 

14. We screw onto the floor the pivot round flange. (see Picture 4.2). 

Hole for 

tighting the 

plastic pad 
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15. We drill holes onto the floor in order to install the latches’ pin sockets. We begin 

with the panel that bares the pivot round flange and go on consecutively. 

 

Picture 15.1: Work flow for installing the lathes’ pin shockets 

16. Finally, we install the insulating profiles. Between the panels we use the ‘h’ 

shaped plastic insulating profile and on the sides between the panels and the walls 

we use the aluminum ‘Π’ shaped insulating profiles with brushes onto them. 

 

Picture 16.1: Plastic ‘h’ shaped insulating profile  

 

 

Picture 16.2: Aluminum ‘Π’ shaped insulating profile with brush 

 

 


